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It's a wacky chao story! Staring Chaggy and Melody in this crazy story! It never ends!
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1 - The Beginning

“It's Wise not to be Wise”
The Beginning

Before I start the story I would like to introduce you to the characters. Every chao in this story is real. Oh,
yes, I can add your chao to the story if you want! ^_^ But please, not too many! I'll add if I'm your friend
and ONE chao per person please.

CHAO:
Chaggy (Hero flying chao with an egg on its head)
Melody (Hero swimming chao with all the dragon parts and crazy smile)
Rocky (Hero power chao with all the skunk parts)
Roxy (Dark power chao)
Loose (Hero swimming chao with all penguin parts)

OK, that's all the chao! For now… That's only SOME of the chao I have… For the personalities you just
have to find out for yourself! Now for the actual story!
Chaggy: Will it start already!
White Dragon: Fine… ¬_¬
Once upon a time….Chaggy: NOT LIKE THAT!
White Dragon: ¬_¬

Chaggy: I'm bored.
Rocky: Bored already?! The story's just started!
Melody: ^_^
Roxy: Huh?
Melody: ^_^
Roxy: I said HUH?!
Melody: ^_^
Chaggy: ¬_¬
Rocky: 0.0
Melody: ^_^
Roxy: ¬_¬
Rocky: 0.0
Melody: ^_^
Roxy: ¬_¬
Rocky: 0.0
Melody: ^_^
Roxy: ¬_¬
Chaggy: STOP PULLING FACES!
Loose: Hiya! ^___________^
Chaggy: ¬_¬
Loose: Huh? Has the story already started?
Rocky: Dunno.

Melody: ^_^
Roxy: Is that the only thing you do?
Melody: ^_^
Roxy: I'll take that as a yes.
Chaggy: C'mon Melody, I'm bored.
Melody: Okie dokies!
Roxy: 0.0 It's a miracle! She actually said something!
Melody: Of course I did. It's not like I don't have a mouth!
Roxy: Everyone has a mouth!
Melody: ^_^
Roxy: ¬_¬ Here we go again!
Chaggy: Coming, Melody?
Melody: YUP!
Roxy: I spoke too soon.
Melody: ^_^
Roxy: Or maybe I didn't.
Melody: YIPEE!!!
Roxy: 0.0 I'm confused!
Chaggy: Are you waiting for a bus! C'mon!
Melody: ^_________^ *runs with Chaggy*

That's the first chapta! ^_^ A new chao will be in the next chap! Tis Po po! Stay tuned for the next
chapter of… “It's Wise not to be Wise!”

2 - Races are fun!

“It's Wise not to be Wise!”
Races are fun!

Hello! Now for another chapter! But first I'd like to introduce you to a new chao! (He isn't exactly new; I've
had him for a long time!) His name is Po po!
Po po (neutral power chao with all tiger parts)
Po po: YAY!!
Now… Let me see… *looks at chao* Roxy is powerful but is the youngest one there! And Chaggy and
Melody are the oldest `cause they were the first chao I ever saw! Now... ON WITH THE STOTY!!

Melody: Where are we going?
Chaggy: To race!
NOTE: Remember that they are in the neutral garden and there is a waterfall leading to a selection of
either race or karate. If anyone has Sonic Adventure 2 Battle, they'll know what I'm talking about. If you
don't well, just follow the story.
Melody: Then pick the swimming race!
Chaggy: No, flying race!
Melody: Swimming!
Chaggy: Flying!
Melody: SWIMMING!!!
Chaggy: FLYING!!!

***In a corner***

Loose: They're arguing again.
Roxy: Yup.
Rocky: Let me, Roxy and Po po sort this out.
ANOTHER NOTE!: Rocky, Roxy and Po po are my three strongest chao. All their power is on level 99.

***Yet they're still arguing***
Melody: SWIMMING!!!
Chaggy: FLYING!!!
Roxy: CALM DOWN!
Melody: Hello!
Chaggy: Hello!
Rocky: 0.0
Roxy: 0.0
Po po: 0.0
Rocky: I thought you were arguing!
Melody: No.
Po po: Then what were you doing?!
Chaggy: A discussion.
Po po: About what?
Melody: What race we should pick!
Chaggy: And now we know it's a flying race!

Melody: No its a swimming race!
Chaggy: Flying!
Melody: Swimming!
Rocky: I'll pick! It is a power race on Grand Canyon!
Po po: I want to race too!
Chaggy + Melody: OH NO!
Loose: I'm glad I'm not racing!
YET ANOTHER POINTLESS NOTE: Loose is my chao with the lowest power. In fact her power is 00.
I'm not lying. All I ever give her is penguins.
Roxy: So lets get to the place and race!

***At the Grand Canyon***

Chaggy: *staring at the huge rock*** Is THAT what we have to climb?!
Po po: YUP! ^_^
Melody: Strange that I have all the dragon parts and I'm best at swimming.
Roxy: That's because you get lots of seals and penguins then you cover it up with a dragon.
NOTE: IT'S TURE! `^_^
Roxy: OKAY! Get into positions everybody!
Chaggy + Melody + Po po: READY!
Roxy: OK! On your marks, get set…………….
Chaggy: Hurry and say it!
Roxy: Don't interrupt me! Now I have to say it again! On your marks, get set………………
Chaggy: ………

Roxy: ……………………………
Chaggy: ¬_¬
Roxy: ………………………….
Chaggy: ¬_¬
Roxy: ………………………………..
Chaggy: ¬_¬
Roxy: …………………………..GO!
Chaggy: I'll just fly up!
Melody: ……………….?
Po po: YAY! This is fun!
Chaggy: The wall is too high!
Po po: YAY!!!! I WON!!
Roxy: PO PO WINS!
Rocky: What time did he get?
Loose: I dunno!
Rocky: Ok, he got half a second!
Loose: 0.0 That's fast!
Rocky: It is! 0.0

Ok, that's all for today!
New chao for next chapter:
Zack
Blood

They are my chao twins!

Hope you enjoyed it! Stay tuned for chapta 2!

3 - Who knew Onyx could be so fun?

“It's Wise not to be Wise!”
Who knew Onyx could be so fun?

Before I start I'll add two new chao! Their names are:
Zack (Dark swimming chao with all penguin parts)
Blood (Dark swimming chao with all penguin parts)

Basically they're twins! When Blood was nameless he was always swimming in the water in Dark
Garden (which I thought was blood for some strange reason) so I named him after what he was always
swimming in! The only way you can recognise them is that Zack has a smile and Blood doesn't.
Now that there are 8 chao, they will fill all the racing spaces!

Melody: Now what do we do?
Chaggy: Another race!
Po po: YAY!!!!!!!!!!! ^_________________________^
Chaggy: A Challenge race!
Melody: Why?
Chaggy: Because I want to win that TV!
Melody: Why?
Chaggy: `cause I'm bored!
Melody: Why?

Chaggy: `cause there's nothing to do!
Melody: Why?
Chaggy: `cause we never go in Challenge races!
Melody: Why?
Chaggy: Stop that now.
Melody: Why?
Chaggy: ¬_¬
Roxy: First lets go together in the Onyx race!
Everyone: YEAH!

***At the Onyx place***

Roxy: HEY! If everyone's racing then who is going to say 3,2,1, GO!?
White Dragon: ME!
Roxy: I'll let you off this time but next time it'll be a killer strike!
White Dragon: What are you talking about?
Roxy: You know! *drags hand across throat*.
White Dragon: Ok……. OK everyone ready?
Everyone: READY!
White Dragon: 3 , 2 , 1 , GO!!!!
-The race started in a big rushZack + Blood: We're going to win!
Po po: No me! I'm gonna win!

Everyone else: ME!!!!
-Po po in the leadPo po: YAY! I'm winning!
Chaggy: Not for long!
-Chaggy in leadMelody: Hey, look at these funny boxes!
-those pink boxes with this trap thing inside themZack: What do we do with them?
Blood: No idea.
Po po: It's pink. It's square shaped. It's got question marks all over it.
Roxy: It's a box!
Melody: That's what I said.
Loose: It has a lid!
Rocky: Lets open them!
Chaggy: Good idea!
-They open the boxBOOOOOOOOOOOM!!!
Everyone: AAAAAAAAAAAAAIIIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!
-A blue devil face shot out of every box-Everyone toppled backwardsLoose: Get it away!
Rocky: I'm going to have nightmares!
Roxy: It IS away.
Loose: It is?

-She looked at the box. It was closed.Roxy: Then lets continue racing!
-So they didChaggy: OH NO!
Roxy: What?
Chaggy: That waterfall!!!
Roxy: Where?
Chaggy: There! You're about toRoxy: I don't see the- SPLASH!!!!!! BOOM!!!!! EXPLOSION!!!! CRASH!!!!!
-Ok, I'm over exaggeratingRoxy: I see it now. ¬_¬
Po po: CANNONBALL!!! *SPLASH!*
Rocky: 0.0
Loose: 0.0
Zack + Blood: 0.0
Melody: Come in the water! It doesn't bite!
Roxy: Duh! Of course it doesn't bite! OW!
Po po: That was me.
Melody: Or was it? DUN DUN DUN!!!
Roxy: ¬_¬
Zack + Blood: WOOT! *jumps in water*
Melody: They're drowning! DUN DUN DUN!!!
Roxy: ¬_¬

Po po: YAY! I'm winning!
Melody: He shouted! DUN DUN DURoxy: CUT IT OUT!!! Are you going stand here talking all day or are you going to finish the race!
Melody: I'll go with the “stand here talking”.
Chaggy: I'll go with the “drag Melody to the finish line”.
Roxy: That wasn't an option!
Chaggy: It is now.
-After a veeeeeeeeeeery long time they finally got to the other side of the waterfallChaggy: I'm totally out of breath!! Can't…..take….another…..step….*collapses*
Melody: I hear they're giving cookies at the finish line!
Chaggy: *gets up normally and healthily* Be there in a second! *runs veeeeery fast*
Melody + Roxy: o.0
Roxy: We better hurry up!

-Meanwhile at finish lineLoose: I'm bored.
Po po: Same here.
Zack + Blood: Same here.
Rocky: Same here.
Loose: Same here.
Rocky: Boardness.
Po po: Yup.
Zack + Blood: Totally.

-Back to Roxy and others-

Melody: I see it! I see it!!!!!
Roxy: What? The finish line?!
Melody: No, a tree!
Roxy: ¬_¬
Melody: I see the finish line!!
Roxy: Next you'll be pointing at Omochao.
Melody: No, I SEE IT!!
Roxy: Yeah, I SEE IT too!
Melody: Almost there! *trips*
Roxy: ¬_¬
Omochao: And so, Melody is last!
Melody: = (
Chaggy: Cheer up! Look at the bright side!
Melody: What bright side?
Chaggy: I have no idea!

That's all for this chapter! It's longer than the other chapters! Hope you enjoyed it!
Chao for next chapter:
Soul (belongs to Stars)
Stay tuned for the next chapter of “It's Wise not to be Wise!”

4 - Bye bye dust.
Welcome to another chapter of "It's Wise Not To Be Wise!", by yours truly. Oh yes, and I apologise for
anything confusing in my story, you see, I kinda....lost the Sonic Adventure Battle 2 game and I haven't
played it for at least a year. at least I still have my memory card so all my chao are not lost.
And I'm sorry to say I will no longer be accepting anyone's chao for this story, as I don't properly know
their personalities and looks and such.
Chaggy: -yawns- -wipes off dust- It's been a while since this story's been updated.
Roxy: I know, eh?
Chaggy: At least it's back now. Hoorah!
Melody: -turns over in sleep- Zzz...
Chaggy: Wake up, Melody, our owner has begun a new chapter!
Melody: -still asleep- Just 5 more minutes, mommy....
Chaggy: Did you not hear me before? WAKE UP!!
Melody: -screams and wakes up- Oh whoa... It's been a while.. This place is filthy!
Chaggy: Blame White Dragon.
White Dragon: -whistles and sneaks awayMelody: Okay, I'll blame her. You fail, White Dragon! You fail at cleaning!
Chaggy: Err, ok, now that's over we should really clean this place up.
Roxy: Bah! Cleaning is for low life losers who have absolutely nothing to do in their life!
Rocky: Like you?
Roxy: .. -sniffle- ...Yeah.
Chaggy: -hands out dusters to all the chaos- This is it, fellow chaos! We're gonig to clean. -dramatic
music- 'Ey, what's that sound?
Rocky: It's dramatic music, and apparantly, it happens whenever you say something dramatic.

Chaggy: ...Sweet. Okay everybody, chose your roles!
Blood: I'll dust the trees!
Zack: I'll dust the fruit!
Roxy: I'll dust the grass!
Rocky: I'll dust the rocks!
Po po: I'll dust other chaos!
Loose: I'll dust the toys!
Melody: I'll dust the waterfall!
Blood: What will you do, Chagggy?
Chaggy: I will dust the egg shells!
Rocky: But.. there are no egg shells.
Chaggy: I know, that's why I'm- I men, oh, there aren't? I guess there's nothing else for me to dust.
-cheeky smileEveryone else: -glares*LATER*
Chaggy: So, how's everyone doing?
Blood&Zack&Roxy&Rocky&Po po&Loose: All done!
Chaggy: Good, how about Melody?
Melody: -walks over dripping wet- The waterfall didn't wanna be dusted. u_u
Chaggy: Ahahahah, pooor you, I feel so sorry for you.
Melody: What that sarcasm?
Chaggy: The world will never know.
Melody: Aww... I wanted to know...
Zack: You know what? I think this place looks pretty good. After we've dusted n'all.

Roxy: Yeah, I feel healthy enough to do a race!
Rocky: Sorry.
Roxy: Wha?
Rocky: Sorry, we can't race.
Roxy: Why not?
Rocky: Well, White Dragon lost the game, we'd have to be very lucky if she remembered what the tracks
looked like.
Roxy: Noooooooo!!!!
Chaggy: Cheer up, at least you get to play in the garden with your faithful pals.
Roxy: ...I don't like you. TT_TT

To be continued...

White Dragon: Watch out, someday I'll buy a new game and it'll be back to the races!
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